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When detergents and phospholipid membranes are dispersed in
aqueous solutions, they tend to self-assemble into vesicles of various
shapes and sizes by virtue of their hydrophobic and hydrophilic
segments. A clearer understanding of such vesiculation processes
holds promise for better elucidation of human physiology and
disease, and paves the way to improved diagnostics, drug development, and drug delivery. Here we present a detailed analysis of the
energetics and thermodynamics of vesiculation by recourse to
nonlinear elasticity, taking into account large deformation that
may arise during the vesiculation process. The effects of membrane
size, spontaneous curvature, and membrane stiffness on vesiculation
and vesicle size distribution were investigated, and the critical size
for vesicle formation was determined and found to compare
favorably with available experimental evidence. Our analysis also
showed that the critical membrane size for spontaneous vesiculation
was correlated with membrane thickness, and further illustrated
how the combined effects of membrane thickness and physical
properties influenced the size, shape, and distribution of vesicles.
These findings shed light on the formation of physiological extracellular vesicles, such as exosomes. The findings also suggest
pathways for manipulating the size, shape, distribution, and
physical properties of synthetic vesicles, with potential applications
in vesicle physiology, the pathobiology of cancer and other diseases,
diagnostics using in vivo liquid biopsy, and drug delivery methods.
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atural and synthetic materials such as soaps, detergents,
phospholipids, and block copolymers are not only ubiquitous,
but they also play an essential role in research into human physiology and medicine (1–4) and in engineering of new materials and
devices (5). These so-called amphiphiles comprise both hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments. When dispersed in aqueous
solutions at a concentration above a threshold level known as the
critical micelle concentration (CMC) (6), they self-assemble into
aggregates of varying sizes and shapes, including unilamellar vesicles, micelles (spheres and tubes), and multilamellar compounds
(6, 7). Analyses invoking considerations of the geometry of amphiphiles have enabled predictions of their aggregate configurations (8). Among all predicted and observed configurations,
unilamellar vesicles have attracted special attention due to their
scientific and clinical significance, a subset of which is found in the
following examples:
i) Exosomes, the smallest members (30 nm to 150 nm in diameter) within the extracellular vesicle (EV) family, are known
to influence intercellular communication (9–11). For example, the formation and release of exosomes from primary
tumors may be uptaken by specific cells in specific destinations that regulate the metastatic niche in target organs
(12). In human pregnancy, the analysis of placental EVs
suggests that, despite comparable cargo comprising proteins,
RNA, miRNA, lipids, and/or metabolites, trophoblastic
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exosomes confer a more potent viral resistance to target
cells than larger trophoblastic microvesicles and apoptotic
blebs (10, 13).
ii) Artificial unilamellar vesicles, formed via self-assembly of
phospholipids or synthetic amphiphilic block copolymers,
have been widely tested as drug carriers in cancer diagnosis
and treatment (14, 15). The size and shape of vesicles are
known to influence how effectively they are uptaken by cells
(16–18). Therefore, tailoring vesicle size for optimal diagnostics, drug delivery, and therapeutics has the potential to improve clinical outcomes.
iii) Studies of endocytosis reveal a number of pathways and
mechanisms by which EVs are internalized in diverse cell
types, indicating that the vesicle’s origin, size, and composition, as well as the type and growth status of the target cell
(19), might determine vesicle–endocytosis mechanisms. Studies in this area may promote the innovative development of
engineered nanovesicles or microvesicles to deliver molecules
or drugs to specific tissues in a manner that mimics natural
biological processes.
Vesiculation in aqueous solution is considered a spontaneous
process driven by the minimization of the line energy that arises as a
result of exposure of the nonpolar hydrophobic core to polar water
molecules along the free edge of membrane patches. Only when the
driving force is sufficiently high to overcome the corresponding
bending resistance does the curving of a planar membrane patch
into a sphere become possible, with the attendant formation of a
vesicle of “minimal size” (14, 20). This rationale has been qualitatively confirmed by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, in which
vesiculation is observed only after membrane patches grow beyond
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Spontaneous Vesiculation
As suggested by both MD simulations (21, 22) and high temporal
resolution X-ray scattering experiments (38), vesiculation starts
from small aggregations of individual amphiphiles, which then
grow into disk-like bilayer structures after they coalesce with one
another and/or fuse with individual amphiphiles (Fig. 1A). As a
bilayer structure grows, it generally seeks to maintain a circular
patch configuration because the peripheral length of a circle is the
smallest among all possible configurations for any given surface
area, thereby minimizing the overall line energy. To further reduce
the line energy, the bilayer structure tends to curve upon growing
to a certain size (Fig. 1 B and C), and eventually closes to form a
spherical vesicle, as shown in Fig. 1D.
The reduction in line energy during the transition from a
planar patch to a closed vesicle is countered by an increase in
the membrane bending energy. Although vesicle sizes largely
depend on the kinetics of membrane size growth, there exists a
critical membrane size below which vesicle formation is energetically unfavorable. Identification of this critical size would
provide a better understanding of the final vesicle size distribution, especially its lower bound.
From an energetics point of view, vesiculation becomes spontaneous only if the system energy monotonically decreases as a
Huang et al.

Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of vesicle formation via self-assembly. Driven
by hydrophobic interaction along the free edge, a planar circular membrane
patch (A) curves into a spherical cap (B and C) and eventually closes to form a
vesicle (D). Only cross-sections are presented for clarity.

planar membrane patch turns into a closed vesicle. The total system energy at an arbitrary intermediate state can be written as (34)
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where H, K, and c0 are the mean curvature (the average of the
two principal curvatures), Gaussian curvature (the product of
the principal curvatures), and spontaneous curvature, respectively. Spontaneous curvature is the natural curvature of the
membrane under which there is no internal bending resistance.
A nonzero spontaneous curvature may arise from unequal amphiphile numbers, asymmetric lipid compositions (39), or geometrically asymmetric insertion of other molecules (e.g.,
proteins) between the two constituent layers (40, 41). The first
two terms in Eq. 1 account for the linear bending elasticity,
where κ b and κ G are the bending stiffness and Gaussian bending
stiffness, respectively. The third term accounts for the nonlinear
bending elasticity, where κ 1, κ 2, and κ 3 are fourth-order moduli.
The last term is the line energy along the free edge, where γ is
the line tension. Considering an initially planar membrane patch
with a diameter of D = 2l, as shown in Fig. 1A, the integrations in
Eq. 1 can be carried out to obtain the system energy,
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where h ∈ ½0, l is the height of the spherical cap that effectively
indicates vesicle shape evolution (h = 0 corresponds to a planar patch;
h = l corresponds to a spherical vesicle), and B = κ 1 + κ 2 + κ 3. In the
foregoing, the membrane is assumed to maintain a uniform curvature, and it is assumed that the number of amphiphiles remains
constant during vesiculation.
For an initially flat, circular patch (h = 0), the system energy
in Eq. 2 reduces to E1 = 2πlγ. For a fully vesiculated sphere
(h = l), Eq. 2 reduces to: E2 = 8πκ b + 4πκ G + 16πB=l2. Note that
the spontaneous curvature is taken as zero (c0 = 0). To transition from the flat patch configuration into a spherical vesicle, it is necessary that E2 ≤ E1. It is known that, for
phospholipids, κ G ≈ −κ b (42). For the case of linear elasticity
(B = 0), the lower bound on the circular membrane patch size
that can possibly form a spherical vesicle is given by lp = 2κ b =γ.
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a critical size (21, 22). However, classical mechanics analyses
(23, 24), which model the membrane as a sheet with zero thickness undergoing small, linear elastic local deformation, predict the
self-assembly of either disks or closed spherical vesicles as
stable configurations. Such an approach is somewhat limited in
scope in that it is silent on the formation of many other configurations, such as open vesicles (25–27) and tubular vesicles (14,
28), the self-assembly of which have been demonstrated experimentally. Because the local radius of curvature of small unilamellar
vesicles can be comparable to the membrane thickness, the classical
approach could have serious limitations in its ability to faithfully
predict the vesiculation of membranes of broad interest in biology
(29, 30).
To address the limitations of this conventional model, the role of
nonlinearity in membrane bending has been introduced in the
analysis of vesiculation by incorporating curvature-dependent elastic
parameters (31). Following this reasoning, it has been shown that
the bending modulus of a 16-nm-diameter vesicle could be as much
as 4 times higher than the modulus of its planar counterparts (32).
An alternative approach is to include higher-order terms in the
quadratic Helfrich bending energy (33, 34). When the fourth-order
membrane bending terms are incorporated in energy minimization,
it is found that experimental observations of the formation of
tubular vesicles (35) and open vesicles (36) could be rationalized. When nonlinear curvature elasticity is incorporated into
thermal fluctuation analysis, considerably higher bending
moduli values are extracted for vesicles smaller than 20 nm in
diameter (37).
Here we present detailed analyses of the energetics and
thermodynamics of vesicle formation, by invoking nonlinear
elasticity to model high-curvature membrane bending as well
as configurational entropy associated with the vesicle formation process. This approach enables us to predict in a unique
manner the limiting vesicle size and distribution of vesicle
sizes as well as to identify the conditions and phase diagrams
for the formation of stable open vesicles, disks, and closed
spherical vesicles. The analysis also provides quantitative insights into the critical influence of membrane thickness and
stiffness on vesicle shape and on vesicle size distribution. The
analyses are discussed in the context of vesicle self-assembly in
diverse biological situations, exploring possible avenues for
the optimal design of synthetic vesicles in drug delivery
applications.

However, this characteristic size does not necessarily define
the lower bound of the vesicle size, because energy barriers
that could obstruct spontaneous transition may exist between
the initial and final configurations. Therefore, let l = alp,
where the scaling parameter p
a ≥ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1. Defining an additional
characteristic length scale lc = B=κ b allows the general energy in Eq. 2 to be rewritten as
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where h=alp ∈ ½0,1. The characteristic length lc is associated with
nonlinear bending energy and is directly related to membrane
thickness (30). The total bending energy of a closed vesicle increases with an increase in lc, whereas it reduces to linear bending
energy as lc approaches zero. For a given value of lc, the effect of
nonlinear elasticity on bending becomes increasingly dominant
with the decrease in membrane size.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of initial membrane size on vesicle formation, including model predictions for linear and nonlinear
bending elasticity. Fig. 2A shows the normalized total system energy
as the membrane configuration changes from a planar patch to a
closed vesicle. Here, when the scaling parameter a is close to 1
(near the characteristic patch size), an energy barrier exists as the
membrane configuration evolves from planar to spherical. In particular, nonlinearity (denoted by the solid curves in Fig. 2A) introduces a significant energy penalty in the later stage of
vesiculation. The energy barrier of vesiculation, ΔE, is defined
as the difference between the peak energy level and the initial
energy level. When a local energy minimum exists at an intermediate configuration between planar and spherical, the
energy level at the local minimum is used as the reference
energy level to calculate the energy barrier. The energy barrier
decreases as the membrane patch size increases, as shown
in Fig. 2B, until it completely vanishes beyond a critical
membrane size: l = ac lp, where ac is the critical scaling parameter. However, note that a local energy minimum exists at

Table 1. Comparison of vesicle diameter predicted by Eq. 5 with
that observed in experiments reported in refs. 15 and 44–46
Vesicle type
Egg lecithin
DMPC
PEO40-PEE37 (OE7)
PEO26-PBD46 (OB2)

Dave from
d0, nm d, nm Dmin, nm experiments, nm (ref.)
4.8
2.65
8.0
9.6

6.2
4.45
18.6
17.6
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21.8
16.8
176
132

(44)
(45)
(15)
(46)

Information pertaining to the geometric configurations for egg lecithin, DMPC,
and block copolymers (OE7 and OB2) was obtained from refs. 67 and 68.

0 < h=alp < 0.6 when 2 < a < ac, indicating the existence of
metastable configurations such as cup-shaped open vesicles
(Fig. 2C).
The linear elasticity model predicts either a disk (a < 2) or a full
vesicle (a ≥ 2) configuration, as seen from the dashed line in Fig.
2C. Therefore, our approach of incorporating nonlinear elasticity
into the bending energy rationalizes experimental observations of
open vesicles (25–27). As full vesicles are expected to form spontaneously for only membrane patches larger than the critical size
(l ≥ ac lp), the assumption of area conservation allows us to
identify the lower bound of the outer diameter of spontaneously
self-assembled vesicles as
Dmin = ac lp + d =

2ac κ b
+ d,
γ

[4]

where d is the thickness of the membrane bilayer. As shown in Fig.
2D, the critical membrane size scales nearly linearly with the characteristic length associated with nonlinear elasticity (ac ∝ lc for
lc > 2). Treating the hydrophobic tails of the amphiphiles as freely
jointed polymers (43), the membrane bending stiffness scales quadratically with membrane thickness, κ b = KA d2 =24. The area compression modulus KA scales directly with interfacial tension Σ as
KA = 6Σ = 6γ=d0, where d0 is the length of the hydrophobic core of
the membrane. Therefore, the lower bound in Eq. 4 can be rewritten as
Dmin =

Fig. 2. Effects of membrane patch size on vesiculation. (A) System energy
profiles as a function of the vesiculation level for membrane patches of
different sizes. (B) The energy barrier of vesiculation as a function of the
membrane patch size. (C) Vesiculation geometric configurations as a function of the membrane patch size. (D) Critical membrane size as a function of
characteristic length associated with nonlinear membrane elasticity.
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As the critical scaling parameter is fully determined by the
characteristic length associated with nonlinear elasticity, the
lower bound of the outer diameter of spontaneously selfassembled vesicles positively correlates with the membrane
thickness.
Table 1 shows the comparison between predicted lower
bound and the average vesicle sizes for different amphiphiles.
Phospholipid bilayer membranes typically have a hydrophobic
core of ∼3 nm and overall membrane thickness of ∼5 nm,
yielding a lower bound of spontaneously self-assembled vesicles of ∼15.5 nm in diameter (44, 45). By contrast, amphiphilic block copolymers typically have a much longer contour
length and can self-assemble into much thicker bilayer
membranes and, consequently, into vesicles that are an order
of magnitude larger than phospholipid vesicles. These trends
predicted by our analysis have been observed in experiments
(15, 46). The lower bound given by Eq. 5 is always smaller
than the average diameter of self-assembled vesicles and offers a reasonable approximation of the vesicle size.
A nonzero spontaneous curvature may be present when the
symmetry between the two constituent layers is broken. An example of such a situation could arise from unequal numbers of lipid
molecules in the two layers, which results in a surface area mismatch between outer and inner layers and consequently a
Huang et al.

open vesicles were not taken into consideration. Such an approach
largely underestimates the configurational entropy of the selfassembling system. To include all possible configurations, we let
nm,h denote the number of membrane patches consisting of
m ∈ ½1, M amphiphiles with a dome height of h ∈ ½0,2Rs , where M
is thepnumber
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃof amphiphiles in the largest membrane patch and
Rs = mA0 =8π is the radius of the corresponding closed vesicle,
where A0 is the area perPamphiphile.
P2Rs The total number of amphiphiles is given by N = M
m=1 mð
h=0 nm,h Þ. The total free energy
functional can be written as

spontaneous curvature of c0 = ½2πðNout − Nin Þ=½dðNout + Nin Þ,
where Nout and Nin are the number of lipid molecules in outer and
inner layers, respectively. Given a membrane patch smaller than
the critical membrane size (Fig. 3A), a positive spontaneous curvature (the same curving direction as the spherical surface, c0> 0)
lowers the energy barrier and can even lead to spontaneous vesiculation. On the other hand, a negative spontaneous curvature
(the opposite curving direction as the spherical surface, c0< 0)
contributes to an even higher energy barrier, making vesicle formation harder. As shown in Fig. 3B, the energy barrier decreases
with the increase in spontaneous curvature and could lead to
spontaneous vesicle formation at high values of c0. Note that, in
general, a bilayer membrane patch has the flexibility to curve toward both sides, and thus an initial geometric asymmetry always
poses a positive spontaneous curvature and promotes vesiculation.
Our analysis suggests that increasing spontaneous curvature via
flip-flops would be energetically motivated during vesiculation.
However, amphiphile molecule exchange across the bilayer typically involves a high energy barrier and therefore rarely happens
without assisting molecules (flippases and floppases, ceramide, etc.)
(47). On the other hand, similar to water pores, the membrane
free edge offers greater flexibility for molecule transport between leaflets (48). Therefore, flip-flops along the free edge are
a more likely pathway for lipid exchange across the bilayer,
which offers physical insights into the structural asymmetry
between the inner and outer layers of self-assembled vesicles,
which has been observed in MD simulations (48).
The interrelated effects of the membrane patch size and spontaneous curvature on vesiculation are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4A
is a plot of the normalized energy barrier ΔE as a function of
patch size a and spontaneous curvature c0. The energy barrier
decreases with the increase in both membrane patch size and
spontaneous curvature. The vesiculation level is also identified
in the space of membrane patch size and spontaneous curvature (Fig. 4B). The phase diagram allows us to predict the final
configuration of an initially flat membrane with a certain
spontaneous curvature. Stable cup-shaped open vesicles are
formed when the membrane patch size is smaller than the
critical membrane size, which decreases as the spontaneous
curvature increases. The transition from “cup” to “vesicle” is
much sharper than the transition from “disk” to “cup,” indicating
that vesicle closure is energetically favored.
Vesicle Size Distribution
Although the lower bound of the vesicle size is determined by the
energetics, the upper bound is mainly limited by entropic effects.
Therefore, to probe the size distribution of self-assembled vesicles,
it becomes essential to accurately characterize system entropy.
Prior studies (24, 49) estimated vesicle size distributions by invoking the assumption that amphiphiles self-assemble into a fixed
number of vesicles. Configurations including disks and cup-shaped
Huang et al.
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where Cm,h denotes the perimeter of the free edge of the membrane patches consisting of m amphiphiles with a dome height of
h. The first two terms are energetic contributions: The first term is
the line energy from free edge, whereas the second term accounts
for the renormalized bending energy after taking membrane fluctuation into consideration (37); here, kB and T are the Boltzmann
constant and temperature, respectively. The third and fourth
terms are entropic contributions: The third term is the configurational entropy, and the fourth term accounts for the entropy associated with dispersing N amphiphiles into aqueous solution,
where φ is the volume fraction of amphiphiles (50).
Minimizing the total free energy functional with respect to
the independent variable nm,h yields the membrane patch size
distribution
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Fig. 4. Interrelated effects of membrane size and spontaneous curvature on vesiculation. (A) Normalized energy barrier and (B) geometric
configuration of vesiculation as a function of membrane patch size and
spontaneous curvature.
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Fig. 3. Effects of spontaneous curvature on vesiculation (a = 2.4). (A)
System energy profiles as a function of the vesiculation level for membrane patches with different spontaneous curvatures. (B) The energy
barrier and corresponding vesiculation level as a function of the spontaneous curvature.

Fig. 5. Size distribution of self-assembled vesicles. (A) Vesicle size distribution
with varying bending stiffness, nonlinearity characteristic length scale, and total
number of amphiphiles. The dashed curve has the stiffness of κ b = 25 kB T and
nonlinearity characteristic length scale of lc = 5 nm. (B) Overlying theoretical
fitting with experimental data reproduced from ref. 44. The parameters used in
the analysis are (κ b = 12 kB T, lc = 10 nm) and (κb = 36 kB T, lc = 16 nm) for pure
egg lecithin (black) and egg lecithin/cholesterol (red) vesicles, respectively.

The vesicle size distribution can be readily obtained by substituting h = 2Rs into Eq. 8, which yields
"
#
!
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2m 2
mkB T
mA0
As shown in Fig. 5A, the vesicle size distribution features a sharp
rise immediately above the minimum critical vesicle size, and a long
tail as the vesicle size increases. Such a positively skewed distribution is consistent with experimental measurements (44, 45). A stiff
membrane diminishes the formation of small vesicles such that
both the cutoff diameter and peak diameter increase with the increase in membrane bending stiffness. Because the nonlinearity in
membrane elasticity essentially imposes an extra bending resistance
to small vesicle formation, increasing the nonlinearity increases the
cutoff vesicle size more effectively. However, membrane stiffness
and nonlinear elasticity have little impact on the formation of large
vesicles (>35 nm). The size distribution linearly scales with the total
number of amphiphiles, but the cutoff size and peak diameter remain unchanged, which has been experimentally confirmed (51).
As an illustration of this line of reasoning, we compare the
predicted vesicle size distribution with experimental data (44),
where egg lecithin vesicles were synthesized under sonication. As
shown in Fig. 5B, the presence of cholesterol (egg lecithin/cholesterol = 60%/40%) shifts the size distribution to the right and makes
the distribution broader. Pure egg lecithin membrane (52) has a
bending stiffness of ∼ 12 kB T. However, cholesterol induces a
threefold increase in membrane stiffness (53) and can increase the
membrane thickness by more than 20%, due to its condensing effect in lipid bilayers (54, 55). Membrane thickening in the presence
of cholesterol is responsible for enhanced nonlinearity in membrane bending. Our vesicle size distribution analysis (solid lines in
Fig. 5B) is able to effectively capture the increases in vesicle peak
size and distribution width by considering the simultaneous increase
in membrane bending stiffness and thickness (i.e., nonlinearity).
Discussion and Conclusion
Our energetic and thermodynamic analyses, which included the
higher-order energy terms in membrane bending, enabled us to
identify the essential role of membrane thickness, a missing component in the linear elastic membrane model (56), in mediating vesicle
configuration and size distribution. Although the concept of nonlinear elasticity in membrane bending and its implications for vesiculation have been topics of discussion for some time (31, 49),
previous theoretical studies of membrane mechanics in the context of
living cells and microsized artificial fluid vesicles have typically analyzed membrane bending by effectively treating (56) the membrane
as a zero-thickness sheet undergoing linear elastic, small deformation.
2914 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1702065114

The accuracy of such a linear elastic model becomes questionable
whenever the local radius of curvature becomes comparable to the
membrane thickness (29, 33). Under these circumstances, it is necessary to incorporate nonlinear elasticity effects to account for the
associated significant membrane stiffening (32, 34, 37).
One of the main limitations of the linear elastic membrane
model is that it only allows for disk-like planar membrane patches
and closed vesicles as stable configurations in a self-assembling
system (23, 24, 49), although stable cup-shaped open vesicles have
been observed in several experimental studies (25–27). Our energybased analysis, incorporating nonlinear elasticity, indicates that those
cup-shaped open vesicles are stabilized by the additional bending
resistance arising particularly in the later stage of vesiculation as the
radius of curvature approaches the membrane thickness.
Our analysis also shows that the critical membrane size for
spontaneous vesiculation correlates with membrane thickness. The
range of membrane thickness for different types of phospholipids is
very limited. Therefore, the predicted lower bound on the diameter
of phospholipid vesicles falls in a narrow range of about 10 nm to
20 nm, and is at or slightly below the average vesicle size measured
in different experiments (20, 44, 45, 57). In contrast, amphiphile
block copolymers are synthesized via polymerization, where both
the hydrophilic and hydrophobic chains can vary dramatically, and
vesicle diameters range from around 100 nm to several micrometers
(7, 58). In these circumstances, our predication on the lower bound
of vesicle size can potentially serve as a guideline to help select
specific designs of block copolymers that facilitate the formation of
larger vesicles, desired for optimal performance. In addition, our
nonlinear analysis shows that the structural asymmetry between the
two constituent layers always promotes vesiculation by reducing the
critical membrane size for spontaneous vesicle formation.
Membrane stiffness and bilayer thickness are identified here as
two important factors that mediate vesicle size distribution. Membrane stiffness is a linear elasticity concept, whereas the membrane
thickness is related to the characteristic length associated with nonlinear bending energy. Therefore, they are considered as two separate parameters. Changes in the membrane thickness may or may
not result in changes in the bending stiffness, depending on whether
there are also changes in membrane composition. Increasing membrane stiffness and membrane thickness would promote the formation of larger vesicles. The size distribution predicted by our analyses
is found to be in good agreement with experimental observations
where sonication is performed to fully disperse amphiphiles. In fact,
the peak size of self-assembled vesicles can vary significantly from
sub-10 nm to hundreds of nanometers, and is dependent upon the
technique adopted, even for the same type of lipids (45). It was
found (45) that the peak size of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
(DMPC) vesicles effectively decreased with the increase in sonication time. Large vesicles may readily form from large membrane
fragments that are not fully dispersed in aqueous solution or coalescence of small fragments (38). Future studies may account for
the initial dispersion level of amphiphiles and fusion among membrane fragments to fully capture the self-assembly process.
In addition to providing a comprehensive physical understanding
of vesicle formation, the framework presented here may be readily
adapted to help elucidate the biophysical and biomechanical features of physiologically relevant EVs, such as exosomes. Exosomes
are currently emerging as a new liquid biopsy tool, because they
harbor proteins, long and short RNAs, lipids, and/or metabolites
that are specific to their tissue of origin. A better definition of the
biophysical and biomechanical features of exosomes may promote
new applications of EV-based liquid biopsies. For example, it has
been shown that exosomes secreted from cancer cells are smaller
than those secreted from healthy cells (59). This difference may
point to several potentially useful avenues for cancer diagnostics:
(i) The size difference may allow for vesicle sorting using such
methods as standing surface acoustic wave technique (60, 61) to
separate the vesicles secreted from tumor cells and those from
Huang et al.
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analyses thus indicate potential pathways for manipulating vesicle configuration and size for more effective cargo delivery that
could have implications for clinical use.

healthy cells, providing a possible novel approach for cancer diagnosis; and (ii) smaller tumor vesicles suggest a lower membrane
stiffness, consistent with the observations that the stiffness of
individual cancer cells in most cancers is lower than that of
healthy cells (62–64). It is also noted that synthetic small unilamellar vesicles have been studied extensively as potential drug
carriers for cancer treatment, and their advantages over other
drug delivery platforms have been highlighted (2, 65, 66). Our

